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Abstract
The existence of dark matter (DM) and the origin of the baryon asymmetry are persistent indications
that the SM is incomplete. More recently, the ATLAS and CMS experiments have observed an excess
of diphoton events with invariant mass of about 750 GeV. One interpretation of this excess is decays of
a new spin-0 particle with a sizable diphoton partial width, e.g. induced by new heavy weakly charged
particles. These are also key ingredients in models cogenerating asymmetric DM and baryons via sphaleron
interactions and an initial particle asymmetry. We explore what consequences the new scalar may have
for models of asymmetric DM that attempt to account for the similarity of the dark and visible matter
abundances.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In [1, 2] the ATLAS and CMS experiments both report excesses in diphoton final states with
invariant masses around 750 GeV. If these excesses are interpreted as a narrow resonance the local
significances correspond to 3.6 and 2.6 σ respectively leading to modest global significances of 2σ
in ATLAS and 1.2σ in CMS — The significance is slightly higher in the ATLAS data if interpreted
as a resonance with a width of about 50 GeV while the CMS significance is decreased slightly.
Preliminary updates presented at Moriond 2016 show a slight increase in the significance of the
CMS results with more data, while the ATLAS reanalysis of the 8 TeV data, results in a 2 sigma
excess in the same mass region and thus in less tension between the 13 and 8 TeV data.
Although the significances of the results are modest it is tantalizing to interpret this as the first
glimpse of new physics beyond the SM. It is then particularly motivated to investigate how this
putative resonance may fit into a bigger picture of the origin of mass, i.e. electroweak symmetry
breaking or the origin of dark matter (DM). Here we focus on a possible connection with the origin of
DM, motivated by the observation that the same basic ingredients, a new scalar resonance and new
weak charged states, can account for the diphoton excess and are required in models of asymmetric
DM.
One interpretation of the diphoton excess is the s-channel production, via gluon (and photon)
fusion, of a new (pseudo) scalar resonance φ with a mass mφ ∼ 750 GeV
gg (γγ)→ φ→ 2γ, (1)
and a cross-section into diphotons of about σγγ ∼ 5 − 10 fb. The required cross-section, and the
absence of signals in other decay channels, indicates the presence of new (weak) charged states to
enhance the diphoton decay width Γφ→γγ. Alternatively new colored states could enhance both the
production cross-section and the partial width into diphotons, but we do not consider new colored
states in this study. Importantly, gluon induced production grows by a factor of ∼ 5 between 8
TeV and 13 TeV collisions, improving agreement between the putative 13 TeV signal and the 8
TeV data over e.g. qq¯ induced production as has been discussed in several studies, e.g. [3]. The
diphoton induced production and its scaling between 8 TeV and 13 TeV is more uncertain but has
been argued to grow significantly from 8 TeV to 13 TeV, see e.g. [4–9].
Meanwhile the cosmological dark matter abundance is curiously close to the abundance of
baryons, suggesting a common origin. Since the baryonic density is known to originate from a pri-
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FIG. 1: The two classes of ADM models considered that φ may participate in. If φ is an SU(2) singlet,
then X and B or L violating operators involving φ can establish a relation between the dark and baryonic
asymmetries. If φ and X2 are doublets, DM can participate directly in the EW sphalerons and φ serves
to deposit the X2 asymmetry into a SM singlet fermion X1, via X2 → φ(∗) + X1. In this latter case, the
additional fermion X1 is needed since SU(2) doublet DM is ruled out by direct detection for a wide range
of masses.
mordial particle-antiparticle asymmetry, it is natural to consider the possibility that DM emerged
from a related mechanism. Asymmetric DM provides one compelling framework of this. Models
for the cogeneration of a DM and baryon asymmetry, able to explain the observed relic density of
DM today, require the same new states as may explain the diphoton excess — i.e. new electroweak
charged states, coupled to the EW sphalerons and new scalar states mediating the decay of these
EW charged states into neutral DM particles, as in e.g [10–12]. Already there has been considerable
work on the possible connections of the diphoton resonance to DM [3, 13–31].
In this paper we explore the possible connection between the asymmetric origin of DM and the
excess of diphotons at LHC, interpreted as a new scalar resonance. The paper is organized as follows:
In Section II we provide a brief summary of the diphoton excess interpreted in terms of a spin-0
state produced via gluon or photon fusion. In Section III we summarize two scenarios for generating
dark matter from an initial baryon asymmetry as well as possible implications of the resonance for
the annihilation of DM in the early universe. In Section IV we discuss singlet models of asymmetry
transfer, while in Section V we discuss doublet models that use SU(2) sphalerons to connect the
dark and visible asymmetries and show that the diphoton resonance can be accommodated in such
models. Finally we summarize our results in Section V.
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II. INTERPRETATION OF THE DIPHOTON EXCESS
The diphoton excess reported by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations can be interpreted in a
variety of ways [3–5, 13, 14, 16, 18, 20, 32–149].
Here we assume the diphoton excess is due to a new (pseudo) scalar state φ produced via gluon
(and photon) fusion. The diphoton coupling is enhanced via the presence of new weakly charged
states near the weak scale while we do not assume the presence of new colored states at the weak
scale.
Below electroweak symmetry breaking the Yukawa interactions of φ with fermions can be sum-
marized as
Lφ =
∑
f
yφf φ f¯ Γ f (2)
where f denotes any SM or new fermions, and Γ ≡ {iγ5, 1} in the case of a (pseudo) - scalar
resonance. The SM Higgs corresponds to Γ = 1, yφf = mf/vEW ' 1/
√
2 for the SM fermions. The
Yukawa interactions give rise to the partial widths
Γφ→f¯f '
Nc(f)
8pi
y2φf mφ (3)
Γφγγ =
α2GF
128
√
2pi3
m3φ
∣∣∣∣∣∑
f
Nc(f)e
2
fcφfA
φ
f (τf )
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(4)
where Nc(f) denotes the fermions and cφf are reduced Yukawa couplings normalized to
mf
vEW
following
the notation in [150]. The loop function for a CP odd φ is
Aφf (τf ) = 2τ
−1f(τ), τf =
m2φ
4m2f
, f(τ) =
arcsin
2(
√
τ), τ ≤ 1
−1
4
[
log
(
1+
√
1−τ−1
1−√1−τ−1
)
− ipi
]2
, τ > 1.
(5)
The LHC production cross section of φ via top-induced gluon fusion and/or photon fusion may
be approximated by
σγγ ' (σgg→φ,0 y2φt + σγγ→φ,0
Γφ→γγ
Γγγ,0
) Brφ→γγ . (6)
From [151] we have that the gluon-fusion reference cross-section is σgg→φ,0 = 1.9 pb for a pseudo-
scalar with yφt = 1 '
√
2 yhSMt where hSM is the the SM Higgs. The photon-fusion reference
cross-section is σγγ→φ,0 ' 3 fb for a pseudo-scalar with Γγγ,0 = 0.34 GeV [151] but the error on this
estimate is large and we refer the reader to recent studies [4–9]. .
4
To address the observed signal cross-section σγγ ∼ 5−10 fb via the gluon fusion contribution we
need y2φt & 2× 10−3. At this minimum possible value for the gluon fusion production cross-section
we require Brφ→γγ ' 1 and thus Γφ→γγ > Γφ→tt ' 2.5 × 10−4mφ ∼ 0.2 GeV (for y2φt ' 2 × 10−3).
However, it follows Eq. (6) that at this minimum value of the yφt coupling, the photon fusion can
contribute comparably, see e.g. [151] for details.
From the diphoton decay rate in Eq. (4) we have that Γφγγ ∼ 10−7mφ
∣∣∣∑f Nc(f)e2fcφfAφf (τf )∣∣∣2
for mφ ' 750 GeV and thus we need∣∣∣∣∣∑
f
Nc(f)e
2
fcφfA
φ
f (τf )
∣∣∣∣∣ & 30 (7)
which is possible to achieve given the upper limit of |Aφf (τ)| . 5 at threshold and yφf . 4pi from
perturbativity. We display sufficiently large diphoton partial widths in an explicit model in Fig. 5
and give the production cross-section in Eq (69).
III. IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESONANCE FOR ANNIHILATION AND ASYMME-
TRIES
The observation that the cosmological abundance of DM and baryons are similar
ΩDM ' 5 ΩB, (8)
may imply that they shared a common origin. Since we know that the baryon abundance is related
to an asymmetry, a natural possibility is to consider models which relate the baryon asymmetry to a
DM asymmetry (for reviews see [152, 153]). This requires that DM is a complex particle carrying a
particle number, X-number, e.g. a (pseudo-) Dirac particle charged under a global U(1)X symmetry.
The key ingredient in such models are transfer operators of the form
Otr = OB−LOX , (9)
where OB−L is a (B − L) carrying operator and OX carries nonzero DM number. Thus Otr re-
lates an asymmetry amongst baryons ηB to a DM asymmetry ηX by establishing chemical equi-
librium between the two sectors. These operators can be the electroweak sphalerons or other
higher-dimensional operators that freeze-out at relatively high scales. Often the scales are so high
that DM is still relativistic, and consequently the baryon and DM number densities are similar,
nX ∼ nB. In this case the cosmological observation that ΩDM/ΩB ∼ 5 implies mX ∼ O(5 GeV) in
5
the absence of a symmetric component of DM or multiple components. We give an explicit model of
the diphoton excess leading to this relation in section V. However, importantly, larger DM masses
can also be consistent with the desire to achieve ΩDM/ΩB ∼ 5, in models where the asymmetry
transfer decouples when DM has already started to become non-relativistic (see e.g. [154]). In what
follows we will keep the DM mass free in order to be as general as possible.
Having now established a relation between ηB and ηX , the final ingredient is to relate the particle
asymmetries to the mass density ratio of DM and baryons [155]
mX
mp
ηX
ηB
=
(
1− r∞
1 + r∞
)
ΩDM
ΩB
(10)
where r∞ ≡ n−/n+ with n± being the number density of (anti-)DM. Notice that the fractional
asymmetry, r∞ is not uniquely determined by the DM asymmetry ηX but instead also depends on
the annihilation cross section [155–157]
r∞ ' exp
(
−0.264 ηX MPlmXσ0√g∗
xn+1f (n+ 1)
)
, (11)
where g∗ is the relativistic degrees of freedom, MPl is the Planck mass, and 〈σv〉 = σ0(T/mX)n
where n = 0 and n = 1 are for s- and p-wave annihilation respectively. Lastly, xf = mX/Tf is
a dimensionless measure of the DM freeze-out temperature when DM annihilation processes cease
being more rapid than the Hubble rate. This number is only logarithmically dependent on the DM
mass and cross section, being typically xf ' 20.
The requirement on the annihilation cross section can be understood analytically in the small
r∞ limit [158] by combining Eq.(10) and (11)
〈σvrel〉ADM ' 5× 10−26 cm3 s−1 log
(
1
r∞
)
, (12)
such that larger annihilation cross section result in much smaller fractional asymmetries. This is in
line with the generic expectation that ADM models require larger than WIMP-sized annihilation
cross sections since the “symmetric component” needs to be annihilated away for the asymmetric
excess to account for the DM abundance.
The preceding discussion applies to a wide class of ADM models. Now let us investigate the
implications of the new resonance state for ADM.
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FIG. 2: Left panel: Annihilation to gluons in the CMB, taking the gluon-φ coupling 1ΛφGµνG˜
µν to be
Λ = 5 TeV [26]. Right panel: Current and future direct detection limits on a gauged U(1)X model of
the DM relic abundance. In addition to current LUX [159] and CRESST-II [160] limits we also display a
CRESST-III phase 2 projection based on 100 eV threshold with 1000 kg-day exposure [161]. Here we have
fixed the kinetic mixing parameter ε = 10−9 and the vector mass mA′ = 10 MeV.
A. Generic Implications
As discussed above, ADM models must feature a sizeable DM annihilation cross section in
order to remove the symmetric component [155, 157]. Since this condition applies generically we
investigate it first. A simple connection of DM to the diphoton excess might be a direct coupling
of DM to the new resonance. This immediately implies new annihilation channels for DM such as
X¯X → φ→ gg (13)
X¯X → φ→ γγ (14)
In addition, if DM is sufficiently heavy (mX > mφ) then we also have t-channel annihilation,
X¯X → φφ. (15)
However, because of the gluon couplings these annihilation channels also imply DM signals at
both hadron colliders (jet(s) plus missing energy) and elastic scattering signals at direct detection
experiments. For the O(10 GeV) DM range, natural for ADM, these constraints rule out the
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above annihilation modes as the ones setting the relic density or annihilating away the symmetric
component of DM [26].
It has been argued that late time CMB annihilation can constrain both symmetric [162–164] and
asymmetric DM annihilation [158, 165]. This constraint comes from the injection of energy into
the electromagnetic plasma during recombination and therefore relies on the efficiency of energy
deposition feff which depends on the DM annihilation channel. For the γγ and gg final states of
interest to us the efficiency is roughly independent of the DM mass and is of the size, fgg ' 0.2 and
fγγ ' 0.4 [166].
In the ADM case, the CMB annihilation constraint can be recast as a limit on the fractional
asymmetry, r∞,
feff
〈σv〉
mX
r∞
2
(
2
1 + r∞
)2
< 1.2× 10−27 cm3 s−1 (16)
where the right-hand side applies the current (WMAP9+Planck+ACT+SPT+BAO+HST+SN)
CMB limit at 95 % CL [167]. We find that gluon annihilation dominates over the photon channel
in setting the most stringent CMB limit, which we display in Fig. 2 for a pseudo-scalar mediator
which provides s-wave annihilation,
〈σvrel〉gg ' 32y
2
Xm
2
X
piΛ2
1(
4m2X −m2φ
)2
+ Γ2φm
2
φ
(17)
Note that of the annihilation modes considered here those mediated by the s-channel pseudo-
scalar are the only ones that yield strong limits from CMB data since all the others are strongly
p-wave suppressed.
We note that all models need additional DM interactions beyond a coupling to the resonance in
order to provide a viable thermal relic. This is a result of the complementarity of collider, direct
and indirect astrophysical searches of DM (see e.g. [26]). In particular for scalar resonances the
spin-independent direct detection limits from LUX [159] are strong enough to rule out DM masses
less than mφ/2, while the upcoming LZ collaboration will probe the remaining window at high mass
thermal DM [26]. And in the case of a scalar resonance, the indirect searches are very weak since
all of the minimal annihilation channels are p-wave suppressed.
In contrast for pseudo-scalar resonances, indirect limits on DM annihilation can be strong while
direct detection is extremely weak. The weakness of direct detection in this case is due to the
momentum-suppression in the cross section as well as the fact that pseudo-scalar interactions me-
diate spin-dependent scattering, for which the present limits are much weaker due to the lack of
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coherent enhancement. As a result of the combination of LHC monojet [168] and the recent Fermi
γ-ray line limits [169], thermal DM with masses below mφ/2 are excluded [26].
Thus typically one will need additional annihilation channels for the DM relic abundance. This is
easily accommodated however in models where DM is charged under a new U(1)X gauge symmetry
with a massive gauge boson, A′µ lighter than the DM mass. Interestingly this possibility endows
DM with rather large velocity-dependent self-interactions, which may be suggested by the small-
scale structure problems of collisions cold DM [170–172]. The presence of light scale vectors with
sizeable kinetic mixing with the photon can be unveiled in a DM halo-independent manner with
the combination of multiple detector types [173].
For illustrative purposes we show in the right panel of Fig. 2 the current and projected direct
detection limits on this U(1)X gauge interaction model for DM annihilation. Elastic scattering
proceeds via kinetic mixing with the SM photon, εF µνF ′µν where F
′
µν is the U(1)X field strength.
In Fig. 2 we fix ε = 10−9 and mA′ = 10 MeV. We note that experiments sensitive to electron-DM
scattering may offer additional constraints in the sub-GeV regime [174–176].
B. Model-dependent Implications for the Asymmetry
One can establish a relation between the baryonic and DM asymmetries in one of two ways: (1)
Generate ηX 6= 0 primordially and then transfer it to baryons via Eq.(9) (or vice versa); or (2) Gen-
erate both ηX 6= 0 and ηB 6= 0 simultaneously and circumvent the need to transfer the asymmetry.
Here we will not explore this latter possibility in much detail, but comment on the possibilities of re-
lating the resonance with “cogenesis” mechanisms. For example, in supersymmetric (SUSY) models
it may be associated with a flat direction (in the SUSY preserving and renormalizable limit) of the
scalar potential that allows for the generation of a large primordial asymmetry via the Aﬄeck-Dine
mechanism [177, 178]. Models of this type have been generalized beyond traditional baryogenesis
to allow for the simultaneous production of dark and baryonic asymmetries [179–182].
Here we shall consider two model classes that realize a connection between the diphoton excess
and ADM via the transfer of the asymmetries, summarized schematically in Fig. 1 and discussed
briefly below:
• Model 1: New Asymmetry Transfer Operators: If the diphoton resonance and DM
are both EW singlets, then EW sphalerons cannot transfer a particle asymmetry between the
dark and visible sectors, but φ can play this role. For example, two operators involving φ that
9
accomplish this task for singlet φ and X are
OSM = 1
Λtr
φ(LH)2, (18)
OX = yXφXX, (19)
which act to establish chemical equilibrium between dark and leptonic asymmetries. As long
as these interactions are in equilibrium above the EW scale, sphalerons will establish a relation
between the X and baryon numbers. Note that in the limit where φ is sufficiently heavy that
it can be integrated out we recover the transfer operator studied in [183].
We study this model in Sec. IV.
• Model 2: EW Sphalerons and new SU(2) Charged States: If the diphoton resonance
is part of an SU(2) doublet it may signal additional EW structure. If DM carries weak
quantum numbers and a particle number X that is classically conserved, but violated by the
weak anomaly, then DM can be produced asymmetrically in the EW sphaleron transitions.
OSphaleron = (QQQL)3X22 (20)
However, as is well-known, the simplest incarnation of this setup where DM itself is part of
an elementary SU(2) doublet is in tension with direct detection constraints since the DM
fermion participating in sphalerons also scatters on nuclei via the Z boson.
A simple way to avoid this problem is to consider models in which a heavy doublet X2 carrying
X number decays into the resonance scalar φ and a light singlet DM state X1 in the early
universe. In this case X2 can acquire an asymmetry via sphalerons while the decay X2 → φX1
via
Odecay = X2X1φ (21)
transfers the asymmetry into the SU(2) neutral state X1. The X1,2, φ states may be funda-
mental [10, 12] or composite [11]. The φ state may be identified with the SM Higgs as in [12]
but that is now constrained by e.g. the Higgs diphoton decay rate and it is therefore relevant
to identify φ with a new spin-0 doublet in addition to the SM one, as in the 2HDM. We study
such a model in Sec. V.
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FIG. 3: Here we show what values of the transfer operator scale are needed in order to obtain non-
relativistic decoupling for a range of DM masses. For values of the transfer scale above this critical value
only rather light DM can be accommodated (see Eq.(31)).
IV. MODELS OF ASYMMETRY TRANSFER WITH SPIN-0 SINGLETS
We follow [184] for the notation and setup of chemical equilibrium in the early universe. This
particular transfer operator evolution is similar to a model considered in [155], whose approach we
also follow. We solve for the ratio of baryon number to DM number by breaking the problem into
two steps. In the first step, we find the value of the baryon density and L′ density (L′ = X −L) at
the sphaleron temperature since these two quantum numbers are conserved.
The chemical equilibrium conditions are
Q ∝ 12µu − 6µd − 6µe = 0 (22)
µu − µd = µν − µe (23)
µu + 2µd + µν = 0 (24)
2µX + 2µν = 0 (25)
(26)
following from EM charge conservation, W± exchange, and the transfer operator (Eqs.(18 and
11
(19))). At the sphaleron decoupling scale Tsph these yield
B = −36
7
µe, (27)
L′ =
(
11
36
f(mX/Tsph)
f(0)
+
3
2
)
B, (28)
where the function f(x) encodes the Boltzmann suppression in the DM density as it becomes non-
relativistic at the epoch of decoupling,
f(x) =
1
4pi2
∫ ∞
0
dy
y2
cosh2
(
1
2
√
x2 + y2
) . (29)
Note that in case the of scalar DM the above function is the same modulo the replacement cosh(x)→
sinh(x).
Next, we impose these value of B and L′ as initial conditions for the evolution from Tsph through
the transfer operator decoupling at TD. Solving finally for the ratio of dark and baryon numbers
we find
ηX
ηB
=
54 + 11f(mX/Tsph)f(0)
360 + 36f(mX/TD)
f(0)
 f(mX/TD)
f(0)
(30)
Thus for example when DM is very light compared to both the sphaleron and the transfer temper-
atures, the DM to baryon asymmetry ratio is ηX/ηB ' 0.16 implying from Eq. (10) that the DM
mass can range from
mX =
30.5, r∞ = 01.6, r∞ = 0.9 (31)
Heavier DM can easily be arrange by allowing for the Boltzmann suppression functions in Eq. (30).
Lastly, for completeness we show that it is quite straightforward to obtain high-scale decoupling
of the asymmetry transfer. First, we solve for the transfer operator decoupling temperature by
computing nXσtr ' H(TD) where the transfer operator cross section induced from Eqs. (18) and
(19) is
σtr '
(
v
Λtr
)2
y2X
16pim4φ
m2X (32)
This results in the transfer operator decoupling temperature
TD =
mX
log
[(
v
Λtr
)2
y2XMPl
16pim4φ
mX
] . (33)
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We thus see that DM masses in the 1 GeV - 1 TeV range are well accommodated for even very
high scales of the transfer operator Λtr. This makes the transfer component of the model quite safe
from experimental scrutiny, though we note that future direct detection constraints can limit the
Yukawa yX involved directly in the operator OX , in Eq. (19). Moreover, here we have assumed that
φ does not obtain a vacuum expectation value. If that assumption is broken however then Eq. (19)
induces a Majorana mass for the DM allowing for X − X¯ oscillations [183, 185–187]. The final relic
abundance can be impacted in this case depending on the precise scale of the Majorana term, and
of course present-day annihilation can proceed at sizeable rates.
Finally of course the available annihilation channels in the minimal setup for the transfer operator
and diphoton signal and not sufficient for the DM relic abundance. As mentioned earlier however,
this is achieved in models where DM is charged under a new gauge symmetry that has low-scale
gauge boson, mA′  mX . Data from direct detection experiments with disparate target media may
be able to constrain the mass of this gauge boson via the momentum dependence in the elastic
scattering cross section [173].
V. MODELS OF ASYMMETRY TRANSFER WITH SPIN-0 DOUBLETS
We now discuss models of ADM such as those in [10–12] featuring new spin-0 and spin-1/2 weak
doublets allowing to interpret the diphoton excess as a pseudo-scalar resonance. As mentioned
earlier, in this case an X-charged EW doublet (fermion) state can participate in the sphaleron
transitions and generate a nonzero DM number in tandem with a nonzero baryon number. To
evade direct detection constraints though, this state cannot be the DM today. Instead the heavier
X-carrying state decays to EW singlet DM. We assume the production of a baryon asymmetry at
some high scale and only require the model be able to transfer this asymmetry.
As a concrete example consider introducing the following left handed fermions,
ΨL =
ψ0L
ψ−L
 ∼ (2,−1
2
, 1),
η+L ∼ (1, 1,−1),
ηL ∼ (1, 0,−1),
χ˜L ∼ (1, 0,−1), and
Ψ˜L =
ψ˜+L
ψ˜0L
 ∼ (2¯, 1
2
, 1),
η˜−L ∼ (1,−1,−1),
η˜L ∼ (1, 0,−1),
χL ∼ (1, 0, 1) ,
(34)
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charged under the weak gauge symmetries and a global U(1)X symmetry,
SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y ⊗ [U(1)X ].
The second doublet Ψ˜L is here needed for anomaly cancellation, and we introduced the right handed
fields η, η˜ to allow Dirac masses for both the charged and neutral components.
We also introduce two scalar doublets Φi, i = 1, 2 and a scalar singlet S
Φi ∼ (2,−1
2
, 0) =
φ0i
φ−i
 , S ∼ (1, 0, 0). (35)
The doublet Φ2 is coupled to the SM fermions, and yields the (mostly) SM higgs doublet, while Φ1
is coupled only to the new weak doublets. The scalar sector is thus an extension of a Type-I two
Higgs doublet model. We also introduce Yukawa interactions of Φ1 with the new fermions
− L ⊃ y1(Φ˜†1ΨLη+L + Φ†1Ψ˜Lη˜−L ) + h.c. (36)
+ y2(Φ
†
1ΨLηL + Φ˜
†
1Ψ˜Lη˜L) + h.c. (37)
+ y3(Φ
†
1ΨLχ˜L + Φ˜
†
1Ψ˜Lχ˜L) + h.c. (38)
+ λSSχ˜LχL + h.c. (39)
Below the EW scale we then identify two electrically charged Dirac fermions, carrying also X-charge,
as
X−2 =
ψ−L
η+†L
 , X˜−2 =
ψ˜+L
η˜−†L
 (40)
These will contribute to the diphoton decay of the (dominantly) Φ1 physical scalars.
Taking for simplicity y1 = y2 = y and y3, λs to be parametrically smaller than y the heavy
charged and neutral (approximate) mass eigenstates have the common mass
mX2 = mX˜2 =
yv1√
2
(41)
where the heavy neutral mass eigenstates to zeroth order in y3/y, λs/y are
X02 '
ψ0L
η†L
 , X˜02 '
ψ˜0L
η˜†L
 , (42)
while the light neutral mass eigenstate is
X1 '
χL
χ˜†L
 , mX1 ' λsvs (43)
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Electroweak sphalerons and the associated ‘t Hooft operator
(uLdLdLνL)
3ΨRΨL = (uLdLdLνL)
3Ψ˜LΨL . (44)
violate X-number by two units. The origin of the DM particle χ˜L is therefore as follows.
i) In the early universe we assume an initial baryon asymmetry is produced. ii) Below this
scale B −L is conserved, but sphalerons transfer the initial asymmetry into ΨL, Ψ˜L. iii) Below the
sphaleron freeze out the ΨL, Ψ˜L states decay into the mass eigenstate X
†
1R ' χ˜L via Eq. (38).
We note that the specific Yukawa structure we assume above, notably the distinction between
the neutral η and χ states can be ensured by endowing the new fermions, except for χ, c˜hi with
lepton number as done in [10], at the expense of having to introduce another lepton charged scalar
doublet mediating the interaction in Eq. (38). Another relevant variation of the model is given in
[12] where baryon number instead of X number is assigned to the states.
The ratio of DM number X and baryon number B in the model above is
X
B
' (1 + 4f(mX2/T ∗)/f(0)) (45)
such that using Eq. (10) we arrive at
mX1 '
5 r∞ = 00.25, r∞ = 0.9. (46)
Thus in contrast with the singlet model of Sec. IV, we achieve much lighter DM in the case of
relativistic transfer decoupling and the initial (B − L) charge vanishes. The variations in [10, 12]
produce a similar mass for the DM candidate while [11] provides a composite realization.
A. Scalar sector
We now investigate the scalar sector of the model with the aim of explaining the LHC diphoton
excess. The scalar sector is a 2 Higgs doublet model (2HDM)— augmented by a singlet scalar S
and new weak charged fermions. We first disregard effects of the scalar S assuming it is only weakly
coupled to the 2HDM and consider the CP -conserving potential, e.g. [188].
V = m211Φ†1Φ1 +m222Φ†2Φ2 − [m212Φ†1Φ2 + h.c.]
+
1
2
λ1(Φ
†
1Φ1)
2 +
1
2
λ2(Φ
†
2Φ2)
2 + λ3(Φ
†
1Φ1)(Φ
†
2Φ2) + λ4(Φ
†
1Φ2)(Φ
†
2Φ1)
+
{
1
2
λ5(Φ
†
1Φ2)
2 +
[
λ6(Φ
†
1Φ1) + λ7(Φ
†
2Φ2)
]
Φ†1Φ2 + h.c.
}
. (47)
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We define two angles β, the ratio of the scalar vevs
tβ ≡ tan β ≡ v2
v1
, (48)
with 0 ≤ β ≤ pi/2. And α determining the ‘Higgs mixtures’ upon diagonalization. The physical
states — the CP -even higgs scalar h and heavy scalar H, the CP -odd A and the charged scalars
H± — as well as the absorbed Goldstone bosons G are then given by
Φ±1 = cβG
± − sβH± ,
Φ±2 = sβG
± + cβH± ,
Φ01 =
1√
2
[v1 + cαH − sαh+ icβG− isβA] ,
Φ02 =
1√
2
[v2 + sαH + cαh+ isβG+ icβA] . (49)
For α → 0, β → pi/2 we have that Φ2 is a pure SM Higgs. We may approach this decoupling
limit via the small parameter δ ≡ β − α− pi/2, with cβ−α ' −δ  1, sβ−α ' 1 to first order.
1. Spectrum
In the decoupling limit δ  1 it is convenient to express the spectrum in terms of the following
parameter combinations [188]:
m2A ' v2
[
λ̂
cβ−α
+ λA − 32 λ̂ cβ−α
]
' v2
[
− λ̂
δ
+ λA +
3
2
λ̂ δ
]
, (50)
m2h ' v2(λ− λ̂ cβ−α) ' v2(λ+ λ̂ δ) , (51)
m2H ' v2
[
λ̂
cβ−α
+ λ− 1
2
λ̂ cβ−α
]
' m2A + (λ− λA − λ̂ δ)v2 , (52)
m2H± ' v2
[
λ̂
cβ−α
+ λA +
1
2
λF − 32 λ̂ cβ−α
]
= m2A +
1
2
λFv
2 . (53)
where
λ ≡ λ1c4β + λ2s4β +
1
2
λ345s
2
2β + 2s2β(λ6c
2
β + λ7s
2
β) , (54)
λ̂ ≡ 1
2
s2β
[
λ1c
2
β − λ2s2β − λ345c2β
]− λ6cβc3β − λ7sβs3β , (55)
λA ≡ c2β(λ1c2β − λ2s2β) + λ345s22β − λ5 + 2λ6cβs3β − 2λ7sβc3β , (56)
λF ≡ λ5 − λ4 , (57)
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and λ345 ≡ λ3 + λ4 + λ5.
Thus from the observation of the 125 GeV scalar and the putative 750 GeV state that we will
identify with the CP -odd scalar A we require
(λ+ λ̂ δ) ' 1/4 , − λ̂
δ
∼ 10 (58)
Further we require that the decay mode from the A → ZH coupling is negligible, thus mH ≥ mA
and for H to contribute to the signal also MH −MA < MV , thus
(λ− λA + λ̂ cβ−α)v2
(MH +MA)MZ
=
m2h + (2λ̂ cβ−α − λA)v2
(MH +MA)MZ
. 1 (59)
A parameter example that satisfies these requirements, and is in agreement with vacuum stability
conditions, is δ ' −0.1, λˆ ' 1, λ = λA ' 1/3.
B. Couplings and diphoton rates
The 2HDM we consider is Type-I like with only Φ2 coupled to the SM fields. The reduced
couplings, normalized to the SM higgs couplings, of the 125 GeV scalar h are then to first order in
δ, see e.g. [189, 190],
chf = cα/sβ = 1− cot β δ (60)
chV = cαsβ − sαcβ = sβ−α = 1 , (61)
which for cot β < 1 and δ ∼ O(10−1) are very close to the SM higgs values. Similarly the couplings
of the heavy neutral scalar H and pseudoscalar A to the SM fields are
cHf = sα/sβ ' −δ − cot β (62)
cHV = cβ−α ' −δ (63)
cAf = icβ/sβ = i cotβ . (64)
Therefore to produce A at the level of ∼ 5 fb via gluon fusion we have a lower limit on cot2β &
2.5× 10−3 from Eq. (6).
Finally the couplings to the new fermions are
cAX2 = −i tan β (65)
cHX2 = cα/cβ ' tan β − δ (66)
chX2 = −sα/cβ ' 1 + δ tan β (67)
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FIG. 4: Left: The values of λ, λ̂ and tanβ as a function of the angle β. For β ∼ 1.45 we find values
of λˆ, λ corresponding to mh ' 125 GeV, mA ' 750 GeV and tanβ ∼ O(10). Right: The value of the
Yukawa coupling of the heavy fermions to the 125 GeV Higgs as a function of the angle β. In both plots
the additional parameters of the scalar potential are λ1 = 0.1, λ2 = 0.05, λ345 = 6, λ6 = 2.
To avoid large contributions of the new states to the higgs diphoton rate, we require δ tan β ∼ −1.
With the previous parameters δ ∼ −0.1, λˆ ' 1, λ = λA ' 1/3 this requires tan β ∼ O(10). In Fig. 4
on the left panel, we show the value of λˆ, λ and tan β as a function of β. On the right panel we
show chX2 = 1 + δ tan β for the same parameters. For β ∼ 1.45 we find values of λˆ, λ corresponding
to mh ' 125 GeV, mA ' 750 GeV and tan β ∼ O(10).
With the above couplings we identify our diphoton resonance with the CP -odd resonance φ ≡ A
and the diphoton decay rate of A is given as
ΓAγγ ' α
2GF
32
√
2pi3
tan β2m3A
∣∣AAX2(τX2)∣∣2 (68)
In figure 5 we show the diphoton rate as a function of the fermion masses mX2 = mX˜2 near
threshold for tan β = 5, 10. As is clear from the figure we can get sufficient diphoton rate near
threshold for tan β ∼ O(10).
In particular, using Eq. 6 to express the scaling of the diphoton cross-section we find
σγγ '
(
(5− 8)tan β
2
102
+ (1− 2)tan β
6
106
)
× 1
1 + 5× 10−5 tan β4 fb . (69)
where the range refers to mX2 = 380 − 400GeV and we have assumed ΓA ' ΓA→tt + ΓA→γγ. It
follows that for tan β ∼ O(10) and near threshold we can also accommodate the diphoton excess.
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FIG. 5: The diphoton width of the CP -odd resonance φ ≡ A as a function of the new weak doublet fermion
masses mX2 for two different values of tanβ.
C. Constraints
We conclude the model discussion by briefly summarizing relevant constraints on the model from
vacuum stability, Higgs decay into diphotons and searches for weakly charged particles.
Necessary conditions for the stability of the scalar potential in Eq. (47) are [191, 192],
λ1,2 > 0 , λ3 > −
√
λ1λ2 , λ3 + λ4 − |λ5| > −
√
λ1λ2 , 2|λ6 + λ7| < λ1 + λ2
2
+ λ345. (70)
These conditions are satisfied for our representative parameter choices λ1 = 0.1, λ2 = 0.05, λ345 =
6, λ6 = 2, λ7 = 0− 0.4 in Fig. (4).
The production cross-section σh→γγ is however affected by the presence of the new doublets. We
define the ratio Rgg(γγ) = σh→γγ/σhSM→γγ and expand the reduced couplings ch as ch = 1 + δch and
finally δcγγMSMγγ parameterizes new contribution to the diphoton amplitude — here from the new
fermions - in units of the SM ones. We can then write [189]
Rgg(γγ) ' 1 + 2δchγγ − 0.07δcht + 2.1δchV ' 1 + 0.8chX2 (71)
From the right panel of Fig. (4) and the current limit on the diphoton decay width from ATLAS
of µ = 1.17+0.27−0.27 [193] and CMS [194], we see that in the relevant part of parameter space we are in
good agreement with the limit.
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The estimate in Eq. (69) assumes that the the top and diphoton partial widths dominate the
width of φ. This requires the partial decay widths A→ X2X1 → 2X1 2γ and A→ X2X∗2 → 2X1 →
4γ to be negligible. The former requires y3 < cot β where cot β ∼ (1− 2)× 10−1 above. This also
immediately suppresses (beyond the off-shell suppression) the second process since A → X∗2X∗2 →
2X1 → 4γ ∼ y43.
There is still sufficient freedom in the scalar potential to ensure that e.g. λA, λF such that
mH & mA and mH+ & mA. The H0 state can contribute to the diphoton signal, but the gluon
fusion production of a scalar is smaller. Also there is two small canceling contributions in cf (H) as
well as between the W-loop (even if suppressed) and the new fermions in Eq. (62) so we expect a
subleading contribution to the diphoton signal.
Finally there are no flavor changing neutral currents in the model since only one doublet is
coupled to the SM fermions and flavor constraints on the charged H± are very weak for large tan β
as considered here [190]. Limits on the new weak charged fermions have been recently summarized
in [195] and require only that they have masses & 130 GeV. While recent ATLAS searches of the
charged Higgs states in the H±t b channel constrain the charged Higgs mass to be mH± & 160
GeV [196] based on 20 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 8 TeV.
VI. SUMMARY
The recently observed excess of diphotons by the ATLAS and CMS experiments may be inter-
preted as a new spin-0 resonance with a sizable diphoton partial width induced by loops of new
EW charged fermions. If these excesses are confirmed with future data it is of great interest to
determine how this resonance fits into a broader framework able to address the origin of EWSB
and dark matter.
Models of asymmetric DM cogenesis, in which SM sphalerons transfer an initial baryon asym-
metry into DM, also require new spin-0 weak doublets coupled to new fermionic weak doublets. In
an explicit model example the scalar sector is an extended Type-I 2HDM and we showed that in
a part of the parameter space we can accommodate the observed diphoton excess while being in
agreement with current constraints, including the diphoton width of the 125 GeV scalar. Maintain-
ing perturbative Yukawa couplings require the new fermions to be near threshold, around 400 GeV,
and we also commented on a composite realization.
Lastly, we emphasize that low-threshold direct detection offers one of the best avenues to detect
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the class of dark matter models here (see e.g. the right panel of Fig. 2), which prefer DM at the
O(GeV) scale.
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